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Abstract
According to research lore, the second peer reviewer (Reviewer 2) is believed to rate research manuscripts more harshly 
than the other reviewers. The purpose of this study was to empirically investigate this common belief. We measured word 
count, positive phrases, negative phrases, question marks, and use of the word “please” in 2546 open peer reviews of 796 
manuscripts published in the British Medical Journal. There was no difference in the content of peer reviews between 
Reviewer 2 and other reviewers for word count (630 vs 606, respectively, P = .16), negative phrases (8.7 vs 8.4, P = .29), 
positive phrases (4.2 vs 4.1, P = .10), question marks (4.8 vs 4.6, P = .26), and uses of “please” (1.0 vs 1.0, P = .86). In this 
study, Reviewer 2 provided reviews of equal sentiment to other reviewers, suggesting that popular beliefs surrounding 
Reviewer 2 may be unfounded.
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KEY POINTS:  
What is already known about this topic?
According to research lore, the second peer reviewer (Reviewer 2) is believed to rate research manuscripts more harshly 
than the other reviewers, yet this has not been empirically investigated.

What does this study add?
This is the first empiric analysis comparing Reviewer 2 to other reviewers in biomedical research.

What are the implications of this study?
Contrary to popular belief, Reviewer 2 may not rate research manuscripts more harshly.

Introduction

The editorial and peer review process for research manuscripts 
can be challenging for investigators as they submit their work to 
journals for publication. Despite being considered a fundamen-
tal aspect of the dissemination of scientific research, the peer 
review process is flawed and susceptible to bias.1,2 For example, 
a single-blinded peer review process (where reviewers know 
who the authors are but the authors do not know who the review-
ers are) has been associated with preferential publishing of stud-
ies from high-profile authors and institutions compared to a 
double-blinded process, which may make it more difficult for 
less experienced investigators to publish their work.3

One aspect of the peer review process that has attracted aca-
demic and popular attention is the level of criticism offered by 
specific reviewers. In particular, some researchers believe that 
the second peer reviewer of submitted research manuscripts 

(fondly referred to as “Reviewer 2”) rates the manuscript more 
harshly than other reviewers, as evidenced by the Facebook 
group “Reviewer 2 Must Be Stopped!”, which has over 76,000 
members as of this writing. Although this appears to be a popu-
lar perception, empirical evidence to support or refute this 
hypothesis is scant, suggesting currently held beliefs about 
Reviewer 2 are largely based on individual anecdotal experi-
ences that may be subject to confirmation bias based on existing 
legend in a flawed peer review landscape.

Methods

To test differences between Reviewer 2 and other reviewers, 
we analyzed 2546 initial open peer reviews of 794 research 
manuscripts published in the British Medical Journal (BMJ) 
from 2015 to 2020 that were evaluated by 2 to 5 peer  
reviewers. We focused on peer reviews from manuscripts’ 
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first decision because not all manuscripts had subsequent 
peer reviews. In BMJ decision letters, Reviewer 2 is the sec-
ond reviewer to return comments, irrespective of the order in 
which reviewers were asked to evaluate a manuscript. For 
each review, we tallied the word count, negative phrases, 
positive phrases, question marks, and use of the word 
“please,” under the assumption that harsher peer reviews 
would be longer, with more negative phrases, questions, and 
requests (eg, “please” conduct a given analysis), but fewer 
positive phrases. We manually classified phrases as negative 
or positive based on a blinded assessment of an automati-
cally generated list of commonly used phrases in the sample 
(Supplementary Table 1). To test differences between 
Reviewer 2 and other reviewers, we estimated a separate lin-
ear regression for each of the outcomes (ie, 5 separate regres-
sion models with outcomes including: number of words, 
negative phrases, positive phrases, question marks, and word 
“please”) with a binary variable for Reviewer 2 (key inde-
pendent variable). We first estimated an unadjusted review-
level model, which simply compared means of each of the 
above outcomes between reviews performed by Reviewer 2 
vs other reviewers. Next, we estimated an adjusted model 
accounting for manuscript-level fixed effects (primary  
analysis), making the adjusted model a within-manuscript 
analysis. By including manuscript-level fixed effects into 
each outcome regression, this approach effectively compared 
the sentiment of reviews performed by Reviewer 2 with the 
sentiment of reviews performed by other reviewers for the 
same manuscript. After estimation of each adjusted model, 
we calculated the adjusted mean outcomes (eg, adjusted 
number of words in reviewer reports by Reviewer 2 vs other 
reviewers) using the marginal standardization form of pre-
dictive margins.4

Results

The average peer review was 612 words, used 8 negative 
phrases, 4 positive phrases, 5 question marks, and the word 
“please” once. Of 794 articles, 249 (31.4%) had 2 reviewers, 
244 (30.7%) had 3 reviewers, 189 (23.8%) had 4 reviewers, 
and 112 (14.1%) had 5 reviewers.

For each of the 5 outcomes, there were no significant differ-
ences between Reviewer 2 and other reviewers both before 

and after regression adjustment (Figure 1; Supplementary 
Table 2). The adjusted word count for Reviewer 2 and other 
reviewers was 630 and 606, respectively (P = .16). The adjusted 
number of negative phrases was 8.7 for Reviewer 2 and 8.4 for 
other reviewers (P = .29), and the adjusted number of positive 
phrases was 4.2 for Reviewer 2 and 4.1 for others (P = .10). The 
adjusted number of question marks was 4.8 for Reviewer 2 and 
4.6 for other reviewers (P = .26). Finally, the adjusted number 
of instances the word “please” was used was 1.0 for both 
Reviewer 2 and other reviewers (P = .80).

Discussion

In a text analysis of open peer reviews of published medical 
research manuscripts, we found that contrary to common 
belief, there was no difference in sentiment in reviews by 
Reviewer 2 compared to those of other reviewers. These 
findings are consistent with a study in political science that 
was focused on reviewer recommendations and not text anal-
ysis.5 Our study was limited by the consideration of accepted 
manuscripts at a single journal, which may result in greater 
concordance across reviews, and at a journal with an open 
review policy, representing a small fraction of articles sub-
mitted to scientific journals.6 However, open review policies 
have been shown not to affect review quality and publication 
recommendation, suggesting that our results may hold even 
when reviews are not public.7,8 In the BMJ, Reviewer 2 is 
simply the second reviewer to return an evaluation; in other 
journals, this may not be the case, limiting generalizability of 
this study to journals who use a similar review process. Our 
study was also limited by a manual determination of key 
words or phrases that might suggest a review was negative. 
Another approach would have been to manually characterize 
all reviews as being positive or negative or alternatively, 
classify a subset of reviews manually and then train a 
machine learning based algorithm to predict review senti-
ment. Finally, the origin of the Reviewer 2 lore is also unclear 
and may simply reflect a general frustration of authors with 
the peer review process rather than an issue with any specific 
reviewer. Reviewer 2, unfortunately, seems to have received 
the brunt of this frustration, though our findings suggest that 
is unwarranted.
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Figure 1. Comparison of reviews performed by Reviewer 2 and other reviewers. Note: Adjusted averages with error bars representing 
95% confidence intervals.
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